Significant Differences Between Clearing, Healing and Curing
Curing
Curing takes place entirely, or almost entirely, at the physical level. It involves surgery, chemotherapy, radiation
therapy, antibiotics, setting broken bones, etc. After the cure healing can take place if the body and mind are
ready and able. After the ‘cure’ and healing why does the same or new disease or problem so often show up
within months or several years?
Cure:
to bring about recovery from a disease; to treat surgically or medically with the purpose of restoring to health.
Curing:
the act or process of making or becoming healthy; to restore to health; to become symptom free.
Cured:
Many, if not most, traditionally trained western doctors consider a person ‘cured’ when the blood work, MRI,
X-ray or other test shows no signs of the tumor or infection. They often give very little thought to healing and
clearing and may be even be unaware of them.
Most ‘healers’ are aware of the difference between curing and healing. Some are aware of and practice
‘clearing’.

Healing
Healing takes place at the physical and emotional level. As a person is healing he or she is considered healthy
when they are symptom free. A positive and optimistic outlook will facilitate healing.
Heal:
to make free from ailment, injury or disease; to make sound or whole; to heal a wound; to make well again; to
restore to health; to make free from sickness
Healing:
the act or process of making or becoming healthy; to restore to health
Healed:
The wound, surgery or broken bone is mended.

Clearing
Clearing takes place entirely at the energetic, mental and spiritual levels. To greatly increase the chances of a
cure and/or healing to be permanent, beliefs, thoughts, thought forms, feelings, vows, oaths, covenants,
promises, agreements, concepts, attitudes, ‘truths’, ‘cellular memory’, memories replaying, and contracts that
are no longer in harmony with our highest good and well being need to be cleared and de-energized. Clearing
can be an ongoing practice which continues to clear at the spiritual and energetic levels even when you are
symptom free.
Clear:
free from what obstructs or is unneeded; to free from obscurity or ambiguity
To make free of guilt; to free from accusation, charge, or blame; to prove innocent; to acquit. (Often, to clear
oneself.)
Clearing:
the act of removing obstructions; removal of interferences and negatives
Cleared:
To have successfully erased the memories, thoughts feelings and false beliefs interfering with spiritual, mental
and physical health and well being
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Glenn’s Conclusions
Disease in the body begins first with a blockage of energy in the spirit. We begin to see how it is possible
to create one's own physical reality with the use of thought and higher conscious awareness.
Like physical healing, when you do Spiritual House Clearing, your body may have physical reactions or go
through detoxing symptoms. As with any type of healing, when you are detoxing, physical, mental, emotional
or spiritual, you may have symptoms of the Detox.
“Soul Echoes’ can be thought of as beliefs, thoughts, thought forms, feelings, vows, oaths, covenants, promises, agreements, concepts, attitudes, ‘truths’, ‘cellular memory’, memories replaying, miasms, ‘imprints on
the luminous energy field’, and contracts that are no longer in harmony with our highest good and well being.
Some of these are personal, some are between you and another person or soul and some are between you and
God. There is no need to forget them. Keep the information and clear, release and dissolve the patterns, habits
and associated energies.
What is a miasm?
In Hahnemann Homoeopathy the word "miasm" means the effects of microorganisms on the vital
force including symptoms that are transmitted to following generations. These chronic miasms are capable
of producing degenerative illness and auto-immune disease. They can lead the organism toward immunodeficiency disorders.
What is an imprint on the luminous energy field?
We are surrounded by a Luminous Energy Field (LEF). This energy field contains an archive of all our
personal and ancestral memories, of all early-life trauma, and even of painful wounds from former lifetimes.
These records or imprints are stored in feelings and emotions. When these imprints get activated, they
predispose us to follow certain pathways in life, orchestrating the incidents, experiences and people we
attract, propelling us to re-create our painful stories.

Clearing and Healing
Clearing and healing are closely related and yet very different. Clearing the feeling and emotion is as important
as healing. By clearing you have ‘removed’ the “Soul Echoes” that are energetic precursors to ill health, disease
and mental/emotional problems.
Holding on to emotionally charged memories of fear, guilt, shame, hate, etc. create energetically dense filters,
which adversely impact our spiritual, emotional, mental and physical health. These filters can involve long
standing emotional issues as well as little annoyances that might crop up on a daily basis. Clearing and releasing
any emotionally charged negative energies or obstructions helps to allow and facilitate healing on all levels in a
way that keeps problems from reoccurring.
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Healing Vs. Curing
Curing of physical ailments can bring harm. Modern doctors and many healers typically think that curing
someone is always a good thing and ignore the underlying causes of the ailment, which lie in their patients’
souls and the souls’ plan for this lifetime.
Working against the person's spiritual interests is something that needs to be kept in mind.
When removing pain, ailments and diseases from the body, if you feel some kind of resistance, remember, it’s
not always best to cure the physical body.
A body may be healthy, but there may be a terrible emptiness and hopelessness in the heart.
Sometimes it’s best to allow a person’s body to die so they can die peacefully with their beautiful dream and
hope intact.

‘Fixing’ and Controlling
Hip replacement surgery ‘fixes’ the bad hip joint by replacing it with metal or another material. If successful the
person can walk again without pain after some physical therapy.
Prescription blood pressure medicine for high blood pressure can successfully control the blood pressure. This
does not heal the cause of the high blood pressure.
Clearing the energetic cause of the problem may help to heal and keep another problem from developing that
has the same energetic pattern. Fixing and controlling do not clear or heal the underlying causes.

In Summery
Sometimes ‘curing’ is needed. Even when it is, healing and clearing also need to be addressed for a fully
beneficial outcome. Without healing and clearing there is a very good chance the dis-ease will return in one
form or another.
Energy clearing is a great way to release the past and what has been; to make way
for fresh and positive energy to flow into your life.
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